SEARCH GPS
TRACK EVERY WAVE • KNOW EVERY TIDE

THE WORLD’S FIRST GPS SURF WATCH
WELCOME TO
THE SEARCH
A revolutionary way to track your surf. Re-live your top speed, distance paddled, wave count and session time. Connect & share your surf with your friends.
The Rip Curl SearchGPS Watch is like no other in the lineup. Track your surf, register your top speed and distance and rack up your wave count in each session. Sync your data to the Rip Curl SearchGPS App or website to re-live your surf with location maps, image sharing and graphic charts which showcase your session.
ONE TOUCH AUTO-SET
Easily set tide & time data for your home-break or 1,360 other locations around the surfing planet with our one touch GPS Auto-Set function. That’s right. One touch and your tide watch is set to the nearest wave.

1,360 TIDE LOCATIONS
1,360 tide locations let you know the best time to get in the water, wherever you are!

10 HOUR BATTERY LIFE
Enjoy up to 10 hours surf time with GPS tracking on, or up to six months of regular use between charges.
ASSISTED GPS
With the latest in GPS technology, you can find your exact location without the wait.

TRACK EVERY WAVE
View live & and record your wave counts, distance paddled, top speeds and session time.

SYNC TO THE CLOUD
Get the stats on every wave sent to your iPhone or PC so you can check it after your surf and share your session with your friends.
ALANA BLANCHARD

HOW FAR DO YOU PADDLE?

CLOUD BREAK, FIJI
MICK FANNING

TOP SPEED

KM/H

35.5

KERAMAS . INDONESIA
THE SEARCH APP

Download the Rip Curl Search app. It’s your personal surfing logbook. Keep it to yourself or connect, follow and share your surf with your friends. Follow our pro team as they compete on the ASP world tour making you the ultimate fan.

Available on the App Store
LOGBOOK
Have all your surfs recorded from the moment you paddle out - location, conditions, wave count, length of ride and top speeds.

FOLLOW FRIENDS
Check out your friends’ sessions - how many waves they scored and their top speeds. Who’s surfing more? Who’s surfing the best spots?

FOLLOW PRO SURFERS
Reckon you can surf as fast as Mick? How about keeping up with Alana’s wave count? See what your favorite pro surfer is up to in real time.
SHARE YOUR SURF
Share all the stats from your killer session with your friends on the Rip Curl Search App, or direct to Facebook.

CREATE A CLUB
Get your crew together. Keep up with everyone’s daily surfs or set it up for an event or trip.

MULTI-PLATFORM SUPPORT
Bluetooth sync directly with your iPhone or iPad or USB connect with your home Windows or Mac PC.
ACCESS FROM ALL YOUR DEVICES

All your surfs are kept securely in the Search cloud, so you can access them anytime from the Rip Curl Search iPhone app or the web version.
HOW IT ALL WORKS

The Rip Curl SearchGPS Watch and Search App are a revolutionary way to track your surf. You can now re-live your top speed, distance paddled, wave count and session time. Review your surfing stats live from the lineup as the Rip Curl SearchGPS watch connects to satellites orbiting the earth and calculates your speed, duration, distance and wave count.

GET YOURSELF THE RIP CURL SEARCHGPS WATCH

GO SURF

SYNC YOUR WATCH TO YOUR IPHONE OR PC AND RE-LIVE YOUR SESSION
SEARCHGPS
TRACK EVERY WAVE • KNOW EVERY TIDE
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ripcurl.com/searchgps